MS IN FINANCE
ENTERING CLASS OF 2021

30 CREDITS
Full-time Only

68%
Male

32%
Female

82%
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT POPULATION

125
STUDENTS

$19,650
AVERAGE MERIT-BASED SCHOLARSHIP AMOUNT

58%
RECEIVED MERIT-BASED SCHOLARSHIPS

THE MS IN FINANCE PROGRAM FOCUSES ON:
• Applied investment principles and sell-side research
• Digital currencies such as blockchain
• Dynamics of banking and finance markets
• Economic data and data mining
• Financial modeling
• Fintech compliance and corporate finance
• Global investment principles and global financial markets
• International finance management
• Investment banking
• Impact of financial regulation
• Machine learning for finance

RECENT EMPLOYERS OF MSF GRADUATES

ALUMNI PERSPECTIVE
“My experience at the Gabelli School afforded me the ability to acquire the technical skills—and the real-life exposure and experiences—that I needed to excel once I reentered the workforce, and to accelerate my career on Wall Street.”

BRENDON INTEGLIA, MSGF ’17
Equity Research Associate, MIBIT Capital
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